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Dear fellow hashers
Welcome to the March issue of the Herald. I felt the egotistical need to put myself on the front cover
for a couple of reasons. Firstly after Hew Heffner decided not to use anything from my body of
photographic work felt this would possibly be my only chance to ever be on the front cover of a
magazine of any description (even knitting monthly declined!). But, more importantly I was on check!!
Couldn’t believe it and a little dance was undertaken on the very said check, hence a fellow hasher
taking my mugshot on this very proud moment.
I thought I would try to educate us a little bit about the month of March. You maybe couldn’t care less
about learning new things but I am here to force a few new facts upon us all. It may expand our minds
a little more before we kill our brain cells off with beer. On on.
DID YOU KNOW?
Hashing when first founded in 1938 had actual objectives:
a.
b.
c.
d.

To promote physical fitness among our members
To get rid of weekend hangovers
To acquire a good thirst and to satisfy it in beer
To persuade the older members that they are not as old as they feel

Well I can say that after having a lovey late lunch in Cambridge at The Maypole pub, Hashing is
certainly hiding the true ages of our ladies. I will not divulge this very private information but will just
say if hashing & beer make you look younger than you really are then I’m in for the long haul. Ladies
you know who I’m talking about. Also thanks for a really lovely afternoon.

March the month was named Martius originally, after Mars the Roman god of war
It’s birth flower is the Daffodil (Narcissus). It was named after the boy in Greek mythology, who was
changed into a flower. It is also known as the Lent Lily.
In the USA (Yanks please take note) March is National Nutrition Month, I guess McDonalds is out then
It is also their National Peanut Month, National Women’s history Month and American Red Cross
Month.
When the Anglo-Saxons converted to Christianity they held their chief season of fasting at this time of
the month ‘fast of lenet monet’, which in time became Lent.
According to superstition if Easter should fall on Lady Day (March 25th) then some disaster will shortly
follow – ‘hen my lady falls in my Lady’s lap, England beware of some mishap’ Oh dear Good Friday
this year falls on March 25th! Lets think happy thoughts.
Weather facts about March – ‘When march comes in like a lion it goes out like a lamb’
‘As it rains in March so it rains in June’
‘March winds and April showers bring forth May flowers’
Important dates in March to remember:
01 March – St David’s Day, patron saint of Wales
14 March – MOTHERS DAY – very very important date for your diary
17 March – St Patrick’s Day – Drink lots of Guinness
25 March – Good Friday
27 March Easter Sunday

Hope that leaves you feeling like you may have learnt something, now on to our not so educational
write ups and other stuff. Thank goodness for that I hear you say.
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Words form the GM

(well sentences from the GM would be better!)
Greetings CH3, hope everyone is enjoying 2016 and that everyone
has paid their annual subs! This year has gotten off to a soggy start but we appreciate
the effort that the hares have put into their runs (even our recent out of season visit to
Wilburton). But please remember, showing up to the run is only half the battle. If you get
selected (yes, selected sounds like a fair word to use) to be the scribe for a run, please
submit your run write-up to Bedsores in good time. Submitting a run write-up is easy: go
to www.herald.toedsh3-admin.com and log in using your pink pages login details (i.e.
Hash Handle and your nerd name as password). So easy even a half-mind can do it. If you
don’t, you have all heard of the infamous “auto-nag”. Well Bedsores has come up with
something even more sinister if you have figured out how to defeat the auto-nag, the
“manual-nag”!!! I won’t terrify you with all of the details of the “manual-nag” but it is a
whole lot worse than the Spanish Inquisition or the comfy chair! As mentioned at recent
hashes (and probably forgotten almost instantaneously) but we have a few diary dates
on the distant horizon. And by distant, I mean next year and who is still reading this,
probably no one!
- 29 January 2017, Josephine Whittle’s first birthday, don’t they grow up so quick (she
will probably be RA by then ;o) There was something else going on that weekend but I
forgot.
- 26-28 May 2017, our 2017th run weekend!!! If you haven’t heard of this, you really need
to get out more! We will be hosting a weekend event that will center on the youth hostel
in Cambridge. More details to follow but take note of the date.
Well that is about all from the GM this month folks, I am eagerly awaiting warmer
weather and less soggy trails. I hope you like the photo, Muffy sent me a selfie from his
last night out on the town, maybe that is why we didn’t see him this last Sunday (too
many Sailors)?!
CH3ers
Daffy
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And now for something completely different . . .
A little Oxy . . . and heavy on the moron . . .
1. Is it good if a vacuum really sucks?
2. Why is the third hand on the watch called the second hand?
3. If a word is misspelled in the dictionary, how would we ever know?
4. Why do we drive on a parkway and park on a driveway ?
5. Why do we say something is out of whack? What is a whack?
6. Why does "slow down" and "slow up" mean the same thing?
7. Why does "fat chance" and "slim chance" mean the same thing?
8. Why do "tug" boats push their barges?
9. Why do we sing "Take me out to the ball game" when we are already there?
10. Why are they called "stands" when they are made for sitting?
11. Why is it called "after dark" when it really is "after light"?
12. Doesn't "expecting the unexpected" make the unexpected expected?
13. Why are a "wise man" and a "wise guy" opposites?
14. Why do "overlook" and "oversee" mean opposite things?
15. Why is "phonics" not spelled the way it sounds?
16. If work is so terrific, why do they have to pay you to do it?
17. If all the world is a stage, where is the audience sitting?
18. If love is blind, why is lingerie so popular?
19. If you are cross-eyed and have dyslexia, can you read all right?
20. Why is bra singular and panties plural?
21. Why do you press harder on the buttons of a remote control when you know the batteries are
dead?
22. Why do we put suits in garment bags and garments in a suitcase?
23. How come abbreviated is such a long word?
24. Why doesn't glue stick to the inside of the bottle?
25. Why do they call it a TV set when you only have one?
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RUN 1917 – 28 June 2015
White Hart pub – Gt Staughton
Hares: Bastard & El Rave
Scribe: Hangover blues

Well what can I say, What a fabulous trail by two fabulous hares, enjoyed by all. the RA
had kindly arranged a lovely bright sunny day (makes a change I know!). The hares set
us off, after much explaining of the trail markings to us all, well Taxi to be fair and then
they gave up!. So off we trotted enthusiastically, well ish…. Daffy forgot to arrange a
scribe and as he tore past me at a great pace, I vaguely heard that I was to be scribe,
which I promptly forgot all about…. For a very long time. I vaguely remember a lot of
fields, woods and getting generally lost, the perfect trail. I also distinctly remember the
drink stop was great thanks to Just Jackie, for the food and booze ☺.
Due to lack of the entire mismanagement (except hash cash), Daffy took over the role of
Grand Maser and RA, Doggy Style as Grand Mattress
I missed the circle but I have been reliably informed by the gorgeous Doggy Style about
the Down Downs
Doggy Style
Toed Bedsore for sending out weekly email reminders to the hares in my name. He
should be renamed Auto-nag.
-Blowback for asking Bastard and Slaphead "Where would you like me to put it" . Please
don't visualize that one!
-Daffidildo for having to complete the Herald on Friday evening in 3 hours after
returning from Malta at 2.00am and working all day.
(Anyone can do it, so no excuses, volunteer to be scribe!)
-Strap-on received a dead bug down down (laying on his back the beer was poured into
his mouth from my standing position over him)
for doing absolutely nothing and turning around on trail after having twisted his ankle.
-Vajezzled for honouring us with her presence after several weeks.
Daffy gave the following to:
-Pugwash for running on trail for the first time in years.
-While your down there for having a new t'shirt reading Ha£hca$h. Daffy wanted to
know if he could pay in $ in the future.
-Double Top for avoiding beer all week in her quest to lose weight. (She only sipped it
and then gave it away)
-Just Jackie for her marvelous food contribution to the drink stop.
-Toyboy and Flasher for being able to stand up to drink their beer as returners.
Ferret received a sweat shirt for his 400 runs celebration. The raffle again bored the
complete circle before splitting up.
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CH3 Hash Run 1946 - Sunday 17th Jan 2016
The Kings Head, Wilburton

Hares: Taxidermist, Gorilla & Bastard (Consultancy)
Dogs – At least one complete pack of the woofters
Newies – Zack & Rohan
Returnee Max (10 Runs)
The Words
Well, it was early January, a light dusting of snow in the South and the arrival of ‘Blue Monday’ the
following day would have surely laid waste to the redoubtable CH3 faithful, right?
Wrong – a humungous turn out of dogs and some hashers to support our seasoned (nay, veritably pickled
in fact) hares Taxidermist, Gorilla & Bastard and find out what sort of cunning trail these 3 gents had
mustered up for us. One laid on flour?, what could go wrong with all the Ice everywhere?
So, it was cold, but not too windy and the car park filled up with folk arriving including the welcome return
of Rear Admiral, (accompanied by what we thought was a small school outing, but transpired to be a pack
of well-behaved boys) While You’re Down There, Kermit, Antar, Googly, Slaphead, Imelda, Pedro, Muff
Diver (who had walked in from Stretham to help loose the ‘beer gut’ he said), Lightning & Teutonic,
Klinger & Klingon, Bastard, It’ll Come Off & Big Swinger, Legover, Blowback, Little Blow & Wai Wai,
Haven’t Got One, Benghazi, Chimp & Gorilla, Wimp & Keep it Clean, Jetstream, Unmentionable, Woody
Hollow & Fit But Dim, Hold it for Me, Strap On, Control Freak, Double Top & Wrong Keys and the arrival of
our beloved GM Daffidildo & Grand Mistress Doggy Style heralded that time when the milling about
aimlessly & muttering morphs into something resembling a circle
It was so cold that Slaphead took one look at the assembled gathering, eyed them all from top to toe &
realised that even he couldn’t sell them any extra clothing – in fact, from a distance it was as if we’d hit a
charity bank collectively at considerable speed………………..
After some generally rude comments & muttering, Daffi got some sort of order and the hares’ were called
in to try & explain what was going on. With an unusual amount of trepidation, Taxi stepped forward and
scrawled some odd looking signs which we hoped might help along the way.
The wind blew and the pack were getting restless and finally we were off, the trail didn’t snake back
beside the pub as it had done in previous times and we didn’t all naturally migrate towards the Wilburton
beer festival site which was something approaching a miracle it its own right. The trail did a neat little loop
behind the church and headed off uphill towards Haddenham, pausing to cross the main road and head
across a field of winter vegetables.
Fit but Dim & a sweaty Legover headed off with the main pack following. It was here that we encountered
fen mud, mixed with a hint of black ice – a toxic and strange combination, resulting in your scribe skidding
& pirouetting poetically like a slightly gay giraffe on roller skates. Not a good look, but needs must at
times.
Woody Hollow skidded past as two small turbo charged lads overtook at speed revelling in the sheer joy of
getting covered in shiggy and being wet, miserable & cold. I noted with interest that Rear Admiral seemed
to be encouraging them as much as she could .
Eventually Daffi called on, but so did Hold it for me in a completely different direction – immense
confusion broke out and the pack fragmented into splinter thickets of hashers and fecked off in all
directions.
Haven’t Got one called on and disappeared and we were then lead through a shiggy filled, tree lined public
bridle way to a complete bitch of a turnback – well done to the hares, how I laughed at that one .
The trail was eventually called and we by passed a farm and headed off the straightest farm road ever, it
was an unusual mix of concrete (broken) and mud (wet, clinging & evil) and pot holes (ankle deep and
then some) and headed back up the hill to a very short orchard where a baffled Kermit, Antar, Big Swinger
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& Jetstream, muttered about possibilities. Someone called on and we all headed off in totally the wrong
direction, much to the amusement of a couple of locals who really didn’t have a clue what we were doing
Luckily the trail had miraculously arrived in Haddenham and we managed to lose most of the mud and the
rest of the collective will to live as the trail shot off in all directions. Wimp, Keep it Clean & Hound Sam
decided to go & investigate a nearby housing estate to no avail and by now the knitting circle had sort of
arrived.
Eventually the on was called and there was the welcome sight of an organised drinks stop manned by the
very lovely Teutonic & Lightning, where a fabulous hot winter warmer was handed out to the pack who
were arriving from 4 different directions. It was most welcome and tasted of liquid Christmas pudding,
refreshing parts that had previously frozen & shrivelled.
The pack eventually prized itself away from the wonderful drinks stop and the trail was discovered
running parallel to the main road to Wilburon, there was just the small matter of the icy, ankle deep mud,
Ice, trip hazards and small hashers to avoid.
I thought about the fleeting passage of time and those we have lost I the past year and I was filled with a
touch of melancholy and sadness at the passing of the seasons. It’s an odd time of life when you reach
middle age, one becomes more reflective with the passing of the days which disappear in a blur, unlike
youth when the days are long and plentiful.
This brief thought caused me to pause and I turned to face and capture this moment, that would pass and
forever be consigned to the past, I longed for the comfort of friends and camaraderie and steeling myself
for a moment looked on a scene behind me that would stay with me for ever………………. The site of Rear
Admiral, Hold it for Me, Antar & Haven’t Got one failing to negotiate the taxing icy conditions as they
collided, fell, skidded and in one instance, disappeared into a ditch. It was evident that the hash was
attempting a rudimentary pastiche of Tchaikovsky’s ‘Swan Lake’
This appalling vision was immediately seared into my retinas and etched onto my memory for ever. Never
again will I see such a haunting vista of evident damnation……………………………….
Where was I ?
The write up?. Ah yes. So, with that it was a case of a slight & welcome down hill run into the teeming
metropolis of Wiburton and into the welcome and newly refurbished Kings head where they had a very
welcome Adnams ‘light house’ on and the hares had gone to extra ordinary efforts and made an amazing
buffet with apricot & nut sausage rolls, coronation chicken on baguette slices, taramasalata & assorted
dips and various nibbles. Daffi & Doggy had also helpfully provided some black tortilla chips that tasted of
slightly salted chipboard which was welcome
The chatting in the bar is hash tradition stretching back across the eons and I was regaling taxi that I had a
theory that we should coat space shuttles in chewing gum to protect the shuttle when re-entering the
Earths atmosphere as nothing seemed to get rid of it (flames, Ice, chemicals etc etc) but he pointed out
that the astronauts might have trouble getting in & out of the shuttle as chewing gum isn’t the best
medium for coating doors he felt.
Oh well back to the drawing board ……….
After finally getting warm, we were dragged out into the cold again for the circle and as usual……..
I saw Slaphead sporting a sign stating “May Contain Nuts” which I pointed out to our GM should have
been on the splendid buffet table, but would make a brilliant CH3 T shirt “ CH3 Hash since 1978, May
Contain Nuts” – my request is being considered apparently.
Down Downs were awarded to;
Hares – Taxi, Gorilla & Bastard
The three muddy lads Zack, Rohan & Max
Daffy & Muff Diver for being “Dimmer than Fit But Dim” and for getting all of the false trails completely
spot on.
It’ll come off for new trainers
Haven’t Got One was singled out for having a sexy new haircut by Wai Wai as translated by dad Blowback
Doggy Style, Wimp & (I’ve no bloody idea because I can’t read the writing) er ‘others were given a down
down for re-enacting crufts’
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I’m trying to read Fit but Dim’s hand scrawled notes and the last DD went to “Urble grimble flargall for
Glumph OOff, Blerk FOLOngrot bleuurgal apparently. I hope that explains things succinctly.
And finally there was much merriment when it transpired that Jack (aged about 6) was overhead by Rear
Admiral saying “I’ve no idea why I signed up for this” - well done lad, neither have we and we’ve all been
doing it for years.
All in All, a baffling day as ever
On On
Big Blouse

Run No: 1948
Date: 31-Jan-2016
Venue: Chestnut Tree, West Wratting
Hares: Dave the Rave &
Scribe: Doggystyle
El Rave picked a bad month to have his birthday. Unfortunately, January isn’t one of the
dryer months in the UK (wait, is there any?). Why would it be different this year? Still
quite a big pack gathered around for the 11am roll call, but where were the hares?
Our GM Daffy had already started the circle when El Rave and Paparazzi showed up.
Luckily, we didn’t have to start without them because El Rave announced a delicious
birthday cake at the drink stop. Energized by the thought of chocolate cake, the pack set
off. It only took a few minutes to be knee high (ok, ankle high) in mud. It was slip sliding
away for the better part of the trail. El Rave decided to take a fall right in front of the
Grand Mattress (I swear I was not using my newly acquired witch skills!) and Computer
was caught covered in mud from head to toe.
At least the dogs were enjoying themselves. Just Faye and Just Owen actually returned
with Butt Plug and 2 virgins- Just Matt and Just Heidi! Well done. We need fresh blood.
Big Swinger was taking care of Harley, a huge Bernese Mountain Dog. He and Pongo hit it
off quite well.
It had stopped raining when we reached the drink stop. Thank God! Soggy chocolate
cake and watered down port just doesn’t sound appealing! It was a short distance back
to the pub or more importantly to dry clothes.
We were pleased to see the Blowback Family present including our newest addition to
CH3. Josephine was born on Friday, Jan. 29th at 2.53am. Little Blow was looking splendid
like she had just returned from a day at the spa. Congratulations!
Nobody wanted to leave the warmth of the cozy pub to start to start the circle, but Daffy
was relentless.
Gorilla received a DD for being very stupid and picking a month with 31 days and 5
Sundays for his Dry Month. True to the end, Gorilla auctioned off his half a pint for 1£
and true to herself Imelda couldn’t resist a bargain and bought it for Pedro. Well done
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Gorilla for raising a whopping £650 for cancer research. You know you won’t be getting
another DD for a loooong time, right?
Mad Monk received a DD for holding the check, but not being able to hear the pack
calling because he had forgotten his hearing aid! The Blowback Family received a DD for
bringing Josephine. Only 58hours old, she is probably the youngest ever member of CH3!
(Yes, Daffy did some math!)
The circle was given over to Doggy Style (Yes, ME!). I gave a DD to El Rave for the best fall
on trail and Big Swinger got one for coming well prepared and bringing her horse along.
She even had a proper riding coat. Imelda received one for mistaking Mad Monk for Muff
Diver. Yes, it’s about time for Spec Savers!
Kermit admitted to seeing nothing on trail since he only walked down the main street
and back and then commenced drinking in the pub. He did give the GM one for running
with an umbrella. (Why didn’t I get one?). He did explain the non-existing rules of non
competitive hashing (???) on trail to Just Owen and Just Matt, but Muff Diver should have
known better. No mercy for him.
Kermit, Slaphead and While Your Done There received one for not being tempted by the
lure of CH5 to hash much closer to their home in St. Neots. Very Loyal hashers or maybe
just very stupid for not knowing!
The absolute highlight of the circle was the monthly raffle illustrated by Bedsores and
Computer. A lot of people suddenly discovered their need to take a wee or fetch another
pint and buggered off. It was nice to get back inside and warm up by the fire. Great trail,
shitty weather! Better than shitty trail and great weather, or not? Maybe next year El
Rave!!!

NOTICE BOARD
ROTT 2016
The Really OverThe Top is al set for September 16th to 18th 2016
For more details and registration go to:http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2016/

Thanks Hashers
With a lot of temptation I did manage to complete dry January
Many thanks to you and other people I bullied I managed to raise £575 for Cancer research
With gift aid this is increased to £640 see link below
http://www.justgiving.com/Phil-Ladbrook-dryathlete2016
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Most of you have paid but I will be chasing the rest for payment on Sunday
From the heart of my bottom many thanks
I need a drink
Gorilla

AND FURTHER MORE

The 2017th
The Venue
The Cambridge Youth Hostel has been exclusively reserved for Friday and Saturday night. Visitors can
optionally book Sunday too as the Monday is a bank holiday. We will have the exclusive use of the complete
building and grounds. The YHA staff will be there to look after our needs and will run the bar on Saturday but
we will be ordering the beer. Breakfast and dinner will be provided by the YHA.

The events
Friday will start the event, with a pub crawl around Cambridge. This will be a themed fancy dress similar to
the traditional red dress or pirate events of the past.
Saturday will be an out of town run using train/bus; probably an A to B of various lengths.
Saturday evening will be the main party with lots of drink, music and cabaret.
Sunday is the traditional Sunday run and is the 2017th.
Obviously other activities will be planned before the event.

The Price
This is still in planning and would cover the venue, travel on the Sat run, goodie bag, breakfast and dinner. All
drinks will be in the price too (not Friday pub crawl).

2017th Herald
This is being prepared by Uncle Bob and the Bear and will be a big issue.
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The date
Friday – Monday the 2017th weekend
26th – 29th May 2017 Sunday is the 2017th run

What’s Next
•
•
•
•
•

Finalise the cost
Produce promotional material (Paper and Web).
Create a booking form (Paper and Web).
Advertise at other events and by emailing other hashes
Allocate responsibility for organisational duties. E.g. Trailmaster

The 2000th
Saturday 28th Jan 2017 – Girton College formal dinner. Organised by Doggystyle
Sunday 29th Jan 2017 is the actual 2000th run.

ON ON
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Runs for March 2016
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)

Latest details www.ch3.co.uk

Hare raiser Double Top

Run No. 1953: 06-Mar-2016
Black Horse, 63 Orchard Rd, Melbourn, SG8 6BP
Hares Toed Bedsores & Goldfinger
Mothers Day - No Sunday lunches here - If you want to eat try Sheen Mill - thesheenemill.com
Run No. 1954: 13-Mar-2016
White Horse, Witcham, CB6 2LF
Hares Wonderboy who carries Shit & Just Fay
the pub does do Sunday lunches but only on booking at least 3 day`s in advance as their foot flow is
too low to keep supply in for walk in`s.
Run No. 1955: 20-Mar-2016
Polhill Arms, Renhold, MK41 0JP
Hares Slaphead & Big Swinger
01234 771398 for lunch. park rear of carpark. Dogs on lead signs.
Run No. 1956: 27-Mar-2016
Green Man, Thriplow, SG8 7RJ
Hares Daffidildo & Doggystyle
If you want to book food, you need to do it ASAP!! I didn`t realize it was Easter and no one else
bothered to tell me, hmmmm. Give Rebecca a call if you want to eat. Also pray for nice weather. I
doubt we will see any daffodils but there is hope.
Onwards

Grand Master - Daffidildo
Grand Mattress - Doggystyle
Joint Master - Wimp & Hold It For Me
Joint Mattresses - Woody Hollow & Wai Wai
Religious Advisor - Fit but Dim
Verger - Kermit
Hare Raiser - Double Top
Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores
Web Master - El Rave

Hash Cash - While Your Down There
Assistant - Debonaire
Hash Stats - Pedro
Beer Master - Benghazi
Apprentice - Muthutucker
Assistants - Beerstop
Song Master - B@stard
Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Horn - Muff Diver & Fit but Dim
Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro
ch3.co.uk

